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OMNISTRUCT
IS A DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION
FIRM WITH
COMMUNITY,
INNOVATION
AND INTEGRITY
AT ITS CORE.

OUR STORY

WHY OMNISTRUCT

WITH COMMUNITY, INNOVATION,
AND INTEGRITY AT THE CORE
OF EVERYTHING WE DO,
OMNISTRUCT SPECIALISES
IN END-TO-END AQUATIC
DEVELOPMENTS THAT ARE
TRANSFORMATIVE, FUNCTIONAL
AND CUTTING-EDGE.

THE HIGHEST QUALITY
CONSTRUCTION AND AN EYE
FOR THE SMALLEST DETAILS
ARE NOT WHAT MAKES
OMNISTRUCT STAND OUT FROM
THE CROWD - WE CONSIDER THIS
KIND OF EXCELLENCE AS MERELY
THE BASELINE FOR EVERY
PROJECT WE DELIVER.

Throughout our experience in both aquatic and
commercial development, every member of our team has
cultivated the kind of hands-on knowledge and rich skill
base that only comes from experience.

At Omnistruct, our goals align with yours - the true meaning
behind each development, and the positive impact our
designs will have on the community they serve. We believe
that exceptional design has the power to transform an
environment, enhancing the daily lives and wellbeing of the
people that encounter it.

That means, from the first moments of ideation and
design through to the final touches on your project, you
know that you have the highest calibre of team behind
you that can be insightful, agile and dynamic in pursuit
of uncompromising standards and quality that we at
Omnistruct pride ourselves on providing.

Our expert team coordinates a streamlined and stress-free
project that turns our innovation and experience into the
kind of development your community deserves.That’s why
we’re committed to building great learning environments
for the leaders of tomorrow.
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AQUATIC BUILDERS
WITH CONSTRUCTION
KNOWLEDGE

DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION
DEVELOPMENTS

OMNISTRUCT IS A UNIQUE PLAYER IN
THE AQUATIC SPACE AS, WITH YEARS
OF COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION
EXPERIENCE BEHIND US, WE HAVE
THE KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERTISE TO
ACT AS A SINGLE TOUCHPOINT FOR
CLIENTS THROUGHOUT THEIR ENTIRE
POOL CONSTRUCTION PROCESS.

EVERY AQUATIC DEVELOPMENT
BEGINS LONG BEFORE WE BREAK
FIRST GROUND.
With an in-house team of expert designers, along with
a select group of outstanding consultants, we are there
from day one curating pool projects that resonate with
our core values - exceptional quality, and the community
that every project serves at the heart of everything we
do. Throughout a rigorous design process that assesses,
addresses accessibility requirements and documents any
risk, we limit any project variations in alignment with our
experience and knowledge to bring your project to life on
budget and aligning with your goals.

As both the head pool builder and head contractor, we plan,
design, manage and construct aquatic projects from start
through to completion, offering a significant cost-benefit along
with a more streamlined, smoother construction process. With our
team of supervisors having worked across concrete, form and civil
construction for many years, everyone has a deep knowledge and
hands-on experience that allows us to guarantee our quality
with absolute confidence..

With our design and construction teams able to communicate
consistently and seamlessly throughout your project, you’ll feel
the difference in having an in-house team on your side to see
your development through from an idea to the final result with
the kind of excellence and quality that comes as a standard
in all our work.
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TILED OR LINED POOLS
AT OMNISTRUCT, WE TAKE PRIDE
IN DESIGNING AND CREATING
AQUATIC DEVELOPMENTS THAT
STAND THE TEST OF TIME.
But not every pool project begins with the same goals,
needs, or budgetary requirements in mind, which is why
we offer both tiled and lined pools to ensure we can
meet the milestones for each project we embark on.

TILED
For aquatic developments starting from scratch that
are designed to stand the test of time, fully tiled concrete
structures are the go-to for longevity, quality, and more
extensive warranty cover.

LINED
Vinyl lined pools serve as the perfect option for renovation
and improvements for existing pools, and can cut down
on the overall budget to restore and revitalise aging
infrastructure without the need to begin from scratch.
This option is most suited for renovations when adding
lanes, ramps or converting to wet deck gutters.
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INNOVATION

HOW WE DO THINGS DIFFERENTLY
SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE

POOL SLAB CONSTRUCTION

MEMBRANES AND ADHESIVES

We’re personally invested in the success
of every building, and that doesn’t just
mean whether it came in on time and under
budget. A crucial measure of success for
us is the impact the building has in our
community. Buildings have the capacity to
transform an environment—we make sure
that transformation is positive for the daily
life and wellbeing of the people using it.

To achieve a completely consistent
floor thickness across our pool
designs, we lay a 75-100mm blinding
slab that ensures a curing process
of the highest quality. It allows us
a dry working platform, as well as
a clean base to clinically install our
waterstop. With our base laid, we can
chair reinforcement, mark out the pool
structure, fix the foam expansion and
minimise concrete wastage.

While the industry standards of
adhesives and membranes are
comprehensive in their performance
requirements, there is a much broader
and in-depth consideration to be made
when choosing the right specifications
for your project. Being quite literally
the glue that holds an aquatic project
together, we consider the needs of
your development throughout the
design process down to the last detail
- including the required compressive
strength, capacity, and immersed
installation abilities that are required to
bring your project to life. With Laticrete
premium adhesives and grout being
our high-performance epoxy of choice,
we ensure the quality and protection
of your project in a way that’s easily
maintainable, highly stain resistant, and
is designed with longevity in mind.

UNDERSLAB CONSTRUCTION
Truly great design begins with strong
foundations built for the future. Every pool
project starts with a bed of gravel at a
minimum of 100mm thick to give us a dry
working surface, guaranteeing the quality
and uniform thickness of blinding slabs under
the pool. Working to a series of profiles along
the bank of the excavation wall, we can
string line every change in grade and set
pier heights to ensure the maximum filter for
water to travel to the drainage lines along
the pool’s perimeter.

INSULATED POOL CONSTRUCTION
The highest possible thermal rating for
your pool comes from only the highest
standards of construction. We lay our floor
and wall insulation with an additional base
layer of geofabric and a 50mm sandbed
below the surface, combined with fully
formed and poured piers to ensure that
there is a minimal thermal loss between
sheets and to minimise wastage
(see example on page 21).

WATERSTOP CONSTRUCTION
Undoubtedly the most important
stage in any aquatic project is the
installation of the waterstop. We
construct it ourselves, from scratch,
so we can guarantee a watertight
structure through our rigorous and
clinical testing, quality assurance
and cleanliness. Why? Because once
installed, it can’t be fixed after the
concrete is poured, which is why we
are methodical in our approach to
fixing, welding, sealing, and vibrating
the slab to ensure minimal water loss
around a properly encased waterstop.
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GUTTER CONSTRUCTION
At Omnistruct, we’re always actively
researching products and innovative
construction methods to improve
and advance our gutter construction
quality. After years of experience, we’ve
developed a unique formwork system
that eliminates any penetrations through
the gutter wall, reducing the risk of
leaks, reinforcement corrosion, rusting,
staining and concrete cancer. This results

in a gutter that is exactly the same
dimension at every section eliminating
a renderer and achieving the perfect
water level and gutter rebate.

CONCOURSE CONSTRUCTION
We’ve taken our years of commercial
construction experience and adopted
our methods to advance our aquatic
design. By utilising clever industry
tricks, like the use of stainless steel
diamond dowels to connect the
concourse to the pool structure while
still maintaining a level of movement,
we can simplify our gutter/wall design
and enhance your pool’s structure
with the kind of knowledge that only
comes from experience.

POOL LINING
Throughout our construction
process, we align with the industry’s
best suppliers to guarantee the kind
of quality we’re proud to offer to our
clients. METZ, Australia’s leading tile
supplier, was established in 1953, and
have perfected their range of highquality ceramic tiles designed to
weather the harshest environments.
Through project-specific tile
placement drawings and complete
installation specs, you can be sure
that all tiles are held to and approved
by the highest Australian standards.
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PLANT ROOM CONSTRUCTION

SHADE SAILS

Together with our filtration specialists, our plant
rooms are designed with excellence in mind. With
insulated roof panels to maximise thermal qualities,
wall louvres for ventilation, hot-dip galvanised
structures and solid masonry wall construction as
standard design features, we work to maximise
efficiency while minimising noise in the layout and
implementation of every plant room we bring to life.

Pool safety is the number one priority for
all involved in an aquatic development,
but it’s often overlooked that the danger
doesn’t just come from the water below.
By utilising the highest quality shade
sails, we’re able to ensure a safe working
environment for adults and children alike,
adding an aesthetic wow-factor that
doubles as protection from the harsh
and damaging Australian sun. With every
aspect of their construction under warranty
against UV breakdown, material and
workmanship defects, and weather wear,
you can rest assured that your patrons will
have the protection they need through our
quality built sails designed to stand the
test of time.

HEATING
Depending on the goals of your development,
heating systems can be the perfect way to ensure
your aquatic centre can be utilised by patrons all
year round. Guided by the needs of each client
and services available, we implement either Solar
Gas Boosted Systems with Thermostatic Controls
or Heat Pumps with an Engineered Photovoltaic
System of the highest calibre.

POOL BLANKETS

When combined with our Pool Blankets
and innovative Pool Insulation, we can ensure
maximum energy efficiency while providing
all the comforts exceptional quality heating
systems can bring (see example on page 21).

Our bubble blankets are made from
commercial grade polyethylene allowing
for maximum thermal transmission and
retaining water temperature. All blankets
have a powder coated aluminium
roller frame with stainless steel casters
and brakes for ease of single person
operation (see example on page 20).

POOL ACCESSORIES
Our pool accessories are sourced from marketleading providers who have a proven track record
for reliability and longevity. Our ladders and rails are
all custom fabricated from 316 marine grade quality
stainless steel and are earth bonded. We use the
same grade steel for our wave breaking lane ropes
and stainless rope anchors, bolted to the back of
hobs to eliminate any pull or sag. All the diving blocks
and grating have UV stabilised material, anti slip
certification and will not discolour.
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Pool Heating

Pool Blankets

Insulated Pool Construction
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GRENFELL AQUATIC CENTRE
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT:
WEDDIN SHIRE COUNCIL
CONTRACT VALUE:
$2.8 MILLION
THE BRIEF
After winning the Grenfell project
through Local Government tender
process with the Weddin Shire Council,
our role was to solve the civil and
engineering challenges of building a
50m x 6 lane pool over a natural spring
at the designated site for the Grenfell
Aquatic Centre.

THE SOLUTION
With the largest challenges facing us
from the beginning of the project,
we were able to install a gravity-fed
subsurface drainage system to the
adjoining creek across the road by
raising the design level of the entire
centre by 450mm - an innovative
approach that was embraced by
both the Council and our Consultants.
Extending that innovation throughout
the rest of the project, including
forming the pool gutters without wall
penetrations in the 1.8m deep tiled
pool, we were able to guarantee the
longevity of the structure for up to 50
years. With the broader community in
mind, we installed reinforced concrete
walls into the Aquatic Centre’s plant
room, eliminating unnecessary

noise transfer for the consideration
of the neighbouring properties

THE RESULT
Omnistruct demolished the existing
aquatic facility and constructed a
brand new 6-lane, 50m pool and
program pool, along with a program
pool and a soft play water park.
Including community essentials like
shade structures, and sound-proofed
plant room, storage sheds, and
under-cover seating, the centre was
extended with new amenities including
a kiosk, pool club room, manager’s
office and commercial kitchen.
“One of the great successes of
the project was the development
of community engagement
and relationship building which
offered great support to the local
community.
It cannot be stated more clearly
that the outcome of the community
project far exceeded Council
expectations and we would not
hesitate referring [Omnistruct] on
future projects.”
- BJ Hayes, Director Environmental
Services, Weddin Shire Council
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MITTAGONG AQUATIC CENTRE
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT:
WINGECARRIBEE
SHIRE COUNCIL
CONTRACT VALUE:
$2.8 MILLION
THE BRIEF
Wingecarribee Council approached
Omnistruct for the design and
construction contract to renovate their
existing 50m, 25m, and wading pools
into a newly reimagined aquatic water
park to enhance the experience of
their local community.

THE SOLUTION
With the original aquatic centre having
been built back in 1950, our first priority
was to renovate the existing pools into
four separate functions and eliminate
the major leaking that had begun to
take place over the previous few years.
This included us removing the pool floor
and installing reinforced concrete piers
engineered and chemically anchored
one metre in bedrock to prevent
any groundwater pressure from the
underlying creek bed.

THE RESULT
The entire pool complex, plumbing,
concourse, and shade structures were
built from the ground, up. Both the 50m
and 25m pools were designed with vinyl

lining and heating, and the designated
play pool and splash pad for the kids was
decked out with a plethora of new water
toys. Also included were:
• R
 econstruction of the original 50m and 25m
pool gutters to a new wet deck grate
 onstruction of new ramps and stair access
• C
• New plant room for kids pools
 isabled ramps from kiosk to
• D
pool concourse
• New subsurface drainage
• Gas heating
• New pool accessories
• Renovate existing filter cells
• S
 upply and install of new plumbing
and pumps
• S
 upply and install of new water treatment
 pgrade of all switchboards
• U
• S
 upply and install of new stainless
steel ladders
 upply and install of reinforced vinyl liner
• S
 hade structures over the kids’
• S
splash pad
• Concourse alterations
• C
 ommercial quality tiled hobs, ramps,
steps, and waterline.

“Gino and his team have endeavoured to
meet any challenges in the project with
a friendly and cooperative attitude...I
recommend (them) to any prospective client
and invite you to come and look at the
outstanding result achieved at Mittagong”

- Bob Lewis, Manager Projects and
Contracts, Wingecarribee Shire Council
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LITHGOW AQUATIC CENTRE
HEAD CONTRACTOR
AND AQUATIC SPECIALIST:
LITHGOW CITY COUNCIL
CONTRACT VALUE:
$3.6 MILLION
THE BRIEF
The goal of the Lithgow City Council
was to build a brand new 25m pool at
their Lithgow Aquatic Centre, with the
main objective of being a functional
and thermal environment with reduced
overall running costs.

THE SOLUTION
With a fully insulated concrete pool,
we used a solar panel and gas
boosted plant with a hydronic heated
concourse between the pool and
administration building. We also
installed thermal storage tanks and
manifolds configured for optimal
regulation and flow. Combined with
rainwater harvesting, insulated roofing
and walls, and thermally broken
windows, we could ensure that the pool
has the best possible thermal integrity
in keeping with the council’s objective
for keeping costs down.

THE RESULT
As head contractor and builder for
the Lithgow Aquatic Centre project,
Omnistruct oversaw the entire
development from start to finish,
ensuring that every facet of the
installation was optimised for
thermal efficiency.
“[Omnistruct] has provided
professional service and
high-quality workmanship... Gino
and Angelo have gone above and
beyond to meet the needs of the
Council, and have been excellent
to deal with during the life of
the project.”
- Iain Stewart, Group Manager
operation, Lithgow City Council
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MEET THE TEAM
ESTABLISHED IN 2000, OMNISTRUCT
(FORMERLY ICON BUILDING GROUP)
IS A CONSTRUCTION FIRM THAT
PUTS COMMUNITY, INNOVATION,
AND INTEGRITY AT ITS CORE.

OUR PEOPLE

Having spent over 20 years mastering the unique
challenges that come with aquatic design, our
Managing Director, Gino, is the driving force behind
our passionate and committed team. Together with
our head Project Manager and industry-veteran,
Angelo, our team works to deliver excellence across
every element of a building project by combining
the highest grade materials with functional,
innovative design.

GINO GIGLIOTTI

ANGELO SPINA

ALEX ABDNOOR

CHERYL GALWAY

MONIRUL HAQUE

SLAVEN MARKOVIC

MANAGING DIRECTOR

Omnistruct delivers in-house talent across both
the design and development sectors, uniquely
qualifying us to bring together the kind of projects
where functionality, design, and innovation
intersect - namely Aquatic Developments. Through
utilising our combined 50 years of civil, industrial,
commercial and aquatic construction experience,
we take pride in being at the forefront of aquatic
design by building projects designed to better the
lives of their local communities.

HSE SUPERVISOR

VIKKI REYNOLDS
OFFICE MANAGER
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PROJECT MANAGER

DESIGN MANAGER

ASHLINN BOATTO
QSE ADMINISTRATOR

PROJECT MANAGER

CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR

ANNA DUONG

PROJECT ADMINISTRATOR
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AWARDS AND
RECOGNITION

THANK YOU
WE’D LOVE THE
OPPORTUNITY TO
EXPLORE HOW
OMNISTRUCT CAN
PROVIDE THE KIND OF
INSIGHT, INNOVATION
AND CONSTRUCTION
EXPERTISE YOUR
AQUATIC PROJECT
NEEDS TO ENHANCE
YOUR COMMUNITY’S
DAY TO DAY LIFE.

LITHGOW 2014/15
BLUETT AWARD
Known as “The greatest accolade a council can
achieve” and “The pinnacle of local government
achievement”, the A R Bluett Memorial Award is
awarded annually to the NSW local councils that
are recognised as being the most progressive in
the state.
Following the opening of the Lithgow Aquatic
Centre, the Lithgow City Council was awarded
the prestigious title in 2014/15. Omnistruct was
proud to stand beside our partners in recognition
of such an incredible feat of progressive design
and thermal optimisation for the community of
Lithgow to enjoy for many years to come.

If you’re searching for a partner that
offers functional, exceptional design
combined with unrivaled quality, the
team is always here to answer any
questions you might have. We look
forward to working with you!
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OMNISTRUCT.COM.AU

OMNISTRUCT BUILDING PTY LTD
E INFO@OMNISTRUCT.COM.AU A 5/19 ENTERPRISE CIRCUIT, PRESTONS, NSW 2170

P 02 9607 3577 F 02 9607 3588 ABN 89 104 892 346

BUILDING LIC. NO.156092C

@OMNISTRUCT
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